KOREAN PENINSULA: KRE/KOR jamming and non-jamming transmitters observations below 6600 kHz

—

Monday 18 March 2019 report:  This was the pre-dawn to sunrise period I did the most observations during (generally quite strong signals on all of this unless noted otherwise):

2850: KRE (KCBS) with its usual long-time dismal/droll music and oft-strident ranting in Korean.  Generally not // 3320 (KPBS), but I did note a // to 3320 - one time for a 1/2 hour earlier in March (toward local-dawn at about 1430z) when they had too-distorted audio and their audio was cutting on and off.

3320: KRE (KPBS) usually not // 2850 and this transmitter has similar type programming to 2850 overall.  (hereby one gets a choice of the always interesting sounding KRE output!)

3910: female in Korean with buzz-jammer - the audio is // 4557 and 6600 also.

3925: JPN: the long-time Radio Nikkei-1 JPN is weaker than the 3930 jammer-mess just above it (the Korean jammers must be causing a lot of QRM in R. Nikkei’s primary coverage region!).

3930: KRE-jammer-mess probably jamming KOR

3945:  Two stations mixing - likely R. Nikkei-2 JPN and someone else - perhaps the “Echo of Unification” KRE indicated in 2018 WRTH).  R. Nikkei-2 is the weaker one underneath in JJ.  About a 10 Hz SAH between them (Poor Radio Nikkei!) I couldn’t find a // of the audio from KRE to any other frequency.

3985: KRE/KOR - man and woman speaking in Korean (KOR) under the (KRE) jamming. Not // any other audio heard.

4500 jammer mess (KRE jamming KOR again). longtime thing.

4558: listed as 4557 I swear it is closer to 4558 but a very broad jammer - when the Korean audio from KOR surfaces above the jammer, it is // 3901 and 6600.

4885: Unjammed(!): (listed) “Echo of Hope” (KOR) with a lot of talk in much-calmer Korean (non-ranting). (This on 18 March 2019 at 1228UT)

6600: KRE jamming KOR programming of the (listed) “Voice of the People” - interestingly, over on this side of the Pacific, the “VoP” audio from KOR actually overcomes the KRE-jammer(s) and is quite clear often, their audio being // 3910 and 4558. Always strong between 1200z onwards to local sunrise (about 1430z now in mid-March).

—————

Final (dawn-time report on Mon. 25 March 2019 - 1355 - 1415UT):

KOR/KRE and other Asians:

972: HLCA - KOR quiet song this morning (18 March) w/big het on 970 and chat in Korean.

1566: HLAZ - KOR with amazingly strong signal peaks (18 March) with their Japanese rel. programming, but deep QSB - this between 1310 until pattern change toward China about 1344z.

3320 KRE with the usual North Korean programming of dismal/morose-sounding music and singing (whether soft or their operatic type) - not // 2850 which also has morose-singing and ranting - both slightly audio-distorted compared to time ago.

3325: VOI - Indonesia peaking in-strength at 1357z (almost semi-armchair!) with soft music and a lady-anncr. in EE saying “thank you for listening”… “Voice of Indonesia English Language Program” … and ending that EE segment with lovely classical music until 1400z switch into unID so. Asian (or Indonesian lang.) with (I think) news mentioning “Indonesia” frequently.  Very fine s/n ratio on the Benmar 555A’s loopstick inside my radio-room *vastly compared* to the noisy (galvanic) end-fed short-wires on the R-1000 (20m wire) and the Drake SSR-1 (6m wire) that had town AC noise. I could put a partial loop-stick null on the VOI at about 280 deg. azimuth.  By near-sunrise, the VOI 3325 peaks in-strength now stronger than 3320 KRE as has been the case for the past two weeks.

4880: unID in what sounds like Korean, unjammed, misc. talk and quite strong at 1415z. (nothing listed on the B18 HFCC list but I don’t have the A19 list here, yet).

As on 18 March, I noted a similar situation between KRE and KOR per the 18 March report above.

Miscellany: The “motorboat” OTH-b radar on centered on 4630 and a few other freqs. this past month (and other near 4600 kHz but with gaps) *very definitely* nulls at 280/100 deg. azimuth on the Benmar 555A’s rotatable-loopstick - this at 1415z - 25 March.  BUT, it is beginning to fade-out at this near-sunrise time UNLIKE the signals coming from the Pacific direction (KRE/KOR/Voice of Indonesia, etc.).

Just as 5000 WWV is fading out, SO are the ~4600 kHz area motorboat buzzers at about ~50 Pulses-per-second (PRR) rate.

I’d surmise it is to the east/north-east (i.e. in NA!)  and NOT way out in the Pacific Ocean, also judging by the slow fading rate indicative of ONE-HOP max.

QTH: Keeler, California - northern Mojave Desert

RXs used: Benmar Navigator 555A and its DFing shielded loop-stick (always the best s/n ratio) / Kenwood R-1000 and 20m end-fed wire / Drake SSR-1 and 6m wire / Sony-ICF-SW7600GR and its whip / Realistic DX-200 and AN-200 loop for the MW receptions).

That’s it for this time.  73 - Steve McGreevy
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